
MENTOR TRAINING
WITH PROPOSED TIMELINE



WHAT IF YOU COULD…?



Increase the number of Jesus’ disciples?


Help mobilize volunteers?


Start a new culture?


Encourage the next generations of Christian 
leaders?



SECULAR STATS



Extrapolated Data

28%: The percentage 
of Millennials who stay in 
church who have an 
intentional (usually 
"mentoring") relationship 
with an older Christian. 
Only 11% percent of 
Millennials who leave 
were formally mentored.

89%

11%



“Millennials understand the power behind a 
mentor…Three-fourths of Millennials would like a 
leader to…teach them leadership skills.”



“Youth are, in fact, waiting to hear what parents 
and other mentors and caregivers think and value, 
even if the youth do not always demonstrate their 
interest and curiosity about such things.”



Data
First: 

Mentoring's place as the "most 
appealing" form of leadership 
development for young adults. " 
… [P]eople in their 20s and early 
30s are actually more likely than 
are older adults to think of 
themselves as leaders—and they 
are much more likely than mature 
generations to want additional 
training to become better leaders.”

-Barna Group



PERSONAL BENEFIT   
FOR MENTORS



Better understand the business: “My mentee helped 
me see issues in the company that I didn’t know 
existed.”


Better understand how people perceive you: “I was 
able to see the perception others held of me, through 
the eyes of my mentee.”

From the Secular World



	 Make New Friends: “By helping others I’ve also 
created a network of allies I can rely upon when I 
need help.”


	 Help solve issues: “I’ve been able to step out of my 
own shoes and help my mentees see things from 
other perspectives. This, in turn, has helped me in 
resolving issues in my own life.”


	 Personal satisfaction: “I have been able to watch and 
actively help younger women succeed and it’s such a 
wonderful feeling to help another person succeed!”


-Forbes

From the Secular World



WHAT ARE WE  
TRYING TO DO AT REDEEMER?



	 Healthy relationship between the congregation and the 
confirmands 


	 Reliable advice for confirmands


	 Bridge gap from confirmation to high school 
involvement


  Provide the confirmation students an additional 
influential adult to discuss matters of faith and life




Encourage lifelong involvement and learning for both 
mentors and mentees


Encourage faith development through a healthy, trusted 
relationship and discussions 


Opportunity for continued growth for the adult mentors



“As children grow older it becomes increasingly 
important for them to have consistent leaders who 
walk with them across multiple years.” (Think 
Orange, location 1991)



BEING A MENTOR



No One Right Way



Qualities of a Good Mentor

Christian - obviously


Availability - expendable 
time and energy to mentor


Integrity - honesty, 
trustworthy and forthright



Qualities of a Good Mentor

Motivation - belief in the 
importance of mentoring


Growth - challenged, hungry 
and growing


Vulnerability - willing to 
share her or his own 
struggles and questions 



Mentoring Skills
Relationship


Information


Facilitative


Confrontative


Modeling


Vision



Relationship

Listen responsively


Eye contact


Appropriate facial expression, tone, gestures


Use open-ended questions


Summarize the other’s thoughts to ensure 
comprehension



Information

Acquire adequate, specific data from a student 


Seek information about the student’s background, 
aspirations and abilities


Seek information about the student’s knowledge 
base



Facilitative

Guide a student though an exploration of 
alternatives as decisions are being made


Use hypothetical questions


Uncover the basis of student’s assumptions


Offer a variety of experiences



Confrontative
Challenge a student’s explanations, decisions and 
actions when they are inconsistent with God’s Word.


Express concerns about possible impact of criticism 
on the relationship


Use least amount of feedback necessary to make a 
point


Reinforce belief in the student’s potential for growth 
beyond current situation



Modeling

Share appropriate life experiences and feelings 
with a student in order to motivate toward 
necessary risks.


Offer personal lessons and feelings


Communicate confidence in value of appropriate 
risk-taking


Encouragement



Vision
Stimulate a student’s thinking toward development 
of personal vision and growth habits


Encourage reflection on student’s goals


Review student’s choices based on options and 
resources


Affirm carefully thought-out decisions


Encourage student toward continued development





“Mentoring happens in the context of the 
friendship. Essentially, mentoring is: playing catch, 
going fishing, attending a baseball game, having 
conversations while on a hike, group camping 
trips, and mostly just hanging out.” (Think Orange, 
location 2710)



“Whereas girls generally bond through intimacy 
and sharing, boys will often bond through 
competition, acts of personal sacrifice, 
commitment to a mission or an adventure.” (Frogs 
Without Legs Can’t Hear, p. 122)



MENTORING SESSION



Mentoring Session

The mentoring session is an important opportunity 
to model honesty and vulnerability and to provide 
affirmation and support to the student


You will meet a minimum of 3 times for individual 
sessions


Mentor and student share responsibility for the 
agenda of the mentoring session



Suggestions for Getting 
Started

Agree on means, purpose and level of 
accountability


Decide on a time and place


Get to know each other’s spiritual journeys, 
personal interests, goals


Discuss expectations of relationship



Suggestions for Getting 
Started

Establish lines and means of communication


Set levels of confidentiality (elaborate)


Pray together and commit to praying for the 
relationship between meetings



What to Include Each 
Session

Sharing and prayer


Student’s agenda and mentor’s agenda


Review student’s walk with God and learning



What to Include Each 
Session

Reflection on what student is experiencing in faith 
life


Preview of next session issues



Additional Tips

Vary the routine in order to keep the sessions 
interesting and worthwhile


Social or service activity


Abandon or alter the agenda when special 
situations or needs arise



Additional Tips

Share a meal (Bonus: include their parents!)


Keep brief notes of the sessions as a means of 
tracking growth and conversation



SUPPORT AND HELP



You are not on your own


Jen and Pastor Phil are always available


Jen and Pastor Phil follow up monthly


Experienced mentors are go-to for on-the-fly advice 
and helpful ideas


RLC Connect Postings

http://youthspecialties.com/blog/mentoring-high-risk-youth-ys-idea-lab-with-amy-williams/?cm_mid=5472815&cm_crmid=61388c46-2620-e511-81f1-000c296f8bc0&cm_medium=email


IMPORTANT DATES 



May 4-13: Mentors contacted and assigned


June 5: Grade Progression Sunday


July 27-30: Middle School trip


Important Suggestion: Meet at least once with 
mentee during summer



August 15: School starts


August 31: Confirmation kick off


September - March: 3 or more meetings with 
mentee. 


December 14: Confirmation Christmas Party



April 13: First Communion (Maundy Thursday)


April 27: Confirmation Dinner


April 30: Confirmation Day!


*????? - Student’s birthday*



STILL 
INTERESTED?
SIGN UP TONIGHT!!!


